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PREFACE 

The object of the study is an experiment t_o measure the 11 dragging 

of inertial frames .. effect using two closed-loop beams traveling in 

opposite directions. This experiment has been analyz~d in the literature 

before, with General Re la ti vity used. as the gra vitati anal theory. How

ever, the Parametrized Post-Newtonian Formalism is used here. One reason 

is that it provides a weak-field approximation scheme which can be easily 

applied t.o Solar System cases; another is that it is widely used by ex

perimentalists to analyze their experiments (W3) (W4) (W5) [These numbers 

within parentheses are citations of items in the bibliography; another 

example: (M3, Section 40.7)]. A theoretical description of the experi

ment is developed from a review of the literature.·. Two simple cases are 

analyzed to yield numerical results for Earth-based loops and Sun-, 

Jupiter-, an~ Earth-orbiting loops. 

The viewpoint of the thesis in general is that of the experimental

ist who want.s t,a begin to learn how to judge the scientific worth and 

feasibility of the e~periment, and; in case he decides that such experi

ments should be implemented, in planning, design a.nd constructing iL 

Thus, equations are written using the SI system of units (with the sym

bols for the units) rather than these theoretical systems in which the 

speed of light is unity, and soon .. 

Footnotes in a chapter are placed at the end of that chapter; and 

some notations, conventions, etc. are detailed in Section I.C. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 

I.A General Introduction 

Although General Relativity, among other gravitational theories, 

appears to fit current experimen~al data best, and although there are 

now numerous experiments already done or seriously considered to test it 

and tither gravitational theories, it is at least desirable to seek fur

ther ways to test the currently viaqle and future gravitational theories. 

The type of experiment considered here has already been proposed and 

analyzed several times before (see Chapter II), but has not been serious

ly considered otherwise. Heretofore only General Relativity has been 

used to analyze it, but it seems <;iesirable here to use the Parametrized 

Post Newtonian Formalism (see Section I.D). A reason is that the latter 

formalism is a weak-field approxiJ;Jlation scheme that can easily be 

applied, e.g., to the case of a gyroscope in orbit about the sun (some 

special cases in the Solar System are considered in Chapter III). 

A theoretical description--the Sagnac Effect is generalized--of the 

. experi rnent is deve 1 oped from a study of the 1 i tera ture ( ~hapter I I) . 

The type of instrument on which the experiment is based is intro

duced in the next section. An e~ample is. the ringlaser (Section I.E), 

whose sensitivity could be developed to the point where the experiment 

becomes practical. 
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I.B The Optradich 

In this thesis, 11 loop 11 means a simple closed curve such that it is 

the boundary of at least one surface such that Stokes• theorem is appli

cable to the curve and the surface. Let there be two rays which travel 

on a loop, -one in each direction, and a device or process which _gives 

information about the difference in the times required by the rays to 

complete opposite circuits around the loop (the trip times). The loop 

may be defined by three or more mirrors (as in Figure 1), by fiber light 

guides (Vl), by media with variable indices of refraction (Cl)s etc. In 

this thesis, such a system is generically called an optradich: the word 

is an acronym of OPpositely Traveling RAy Differential CHronometer (the 

origin of the latter two terms: S8, page 401). Examples, besides the 

ringlaser (Figure 1), are the interferometric optradich (Figure 2), and 

a system using three satellites which is described briefly in Chapter IV. 

As these examples show, there is a variety of ways in which the optradich 

can be excited and a variety of kinds of information that the optradich 

can give on the difference in the trip times. Strictly speaking, the 

11 rays 11 in the optradich are pencils of rays or beams, but the beams in 

an optradich are usually so monochromatic and narrow that they can be 

approximated by 11 rays 11 ; henceforth, 11 fay, 11 11 beam, 11 and 11 Signal 11 are used 

interchangeably. 

According to the well-known reciprocity theorem in electromagnetics, 

the trip time difference should be zero for an optradich at rest in an 

inertial frame of reference, but there are some phenomena exhibiting 

11 nonreciprocity 11 : e.g., Fresnel drag in moving media (82) (S7), or the 

Faraday Effect (Kl, page 53). The Sagnac Effect, to be described soon, 

and some gravitational effects considered in this thesis may also produce 
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time nonreciprocities, albeit the optradich is not then generally at 

rest, in an inertial frame of reference. 

A simple treatment of the Sa,gnac Effect is made by Post (P3, pages 

479-80): an optradich of circular shape is subjected to a rotation,~, 

about its axis of symmetry relative to an inertial framel of reference. 

He shows how the trip time difference; ~T, is related to rG: · 

4 

4 
~T = ""2 rl.A, (I..B.l) 

c 

where A is the area of the plane surface enclosed by the circle, c is. 

the speed of light in vacuum, and rlR<<c, where R is the radius of the 

circle. This can be generalized to apply to a loop C notnecessarily 

planar. If r is. any surface having only Cas its boundary and r is 

oriented in the usual mathematical sense~ then 

. 4 f + + 8T = .-. ·Q,n dA, 
c2 .. r u 

(I. B. 2) 

where 1i is now a vector quantity, ~u is the unit vector norma 1 to the 

surface pointing in the positive dire.ction with respect to .the ori.enta

tion of r, and dA is the area of a surface -element of r (vector notation 

is ~xplained in the next section). In the next chapter, the Sagnac 

Effect is generalized to incl,ude gravitationally induced time nonreci

procitie,s. 

The next section details some important notations, conventions, 

definitions,and symbols used in this thesis. 

I. C Son:Je Notations, Conventions, 

Definiti-ons, and Symbols 

The standards adopted in this thesis are closer to those of Misner, 

Thorne, and Wheeler (M3) than to those of any.other work, albeit the 



thesis does not go far in following their 11 modern notation. 11 

Two mathematical relational symbols are used: =s identity or defi-

nition; =, 11 is approximated by 11 or 11 is approximate to. 11 

Greek indices on tensors range over Os ls 2s and 3; Latin oness 

over 1, 2s and 3, unless otherwise noted (exceptions: x, Ys Zs and u). 

Einstein's summation convention is used: whenever an index--Greek or 

Latin--appears twice in a mathematical term, summation over that index 

is implied. The line element in Riemann geometry is denoted by ds: 

ds 2 = gaSdxadxS; where gaS is the metric tensor and xa are the coordi

5 

nates. The signature of gas is +2. 

_ g vs· gas __ where ga].lg 

To lower a contravariant index, gaS 

is used: v 
a aS · ' J.lS = 1 if a= S, or 0 if a ~ S--is 

a aS used to raise a covariant index: v :: g vs. Partial differentiation is 

indicated by a comma: Ta,S :: aTa/axS; covariant differentiation, by a 

semicolon: Ta;s :: Ta;s + rasTY, where r~ is the connection coefficient y . y 

(M3, page 210). Since d 2 . t. s 1s nega 1ve on a time-like trajectory in 

spacetime, cd• = (-gaSdxadxs) l/2 is used, instead: 1", the eroeer time of 

the trajectory, is used to parametrize i L 

Three-dimensional (spatial) vectors are denoted by superior arrows: 
-+ v. They are treated as Cartesian-like. Vector operations are denoted: 

-+-+ -+ -+ the dot or scalar product by v·w; the cross or vector product by v x w; 
-+ -+ -+ the gradient of a scalar~ ~' by v~; the divergence of v by V·v; the curl 

-+ -+ -+ • -+ 1-+1 of w by v x w; and the magmtude of v by v . The subscript u on a 
-+ -+ -+ vector--e.g., nu--means the vector is a unit vector: n ·n = 1; the symu u 

bol u as a subscript is never used as an index. 

The components of a matrix (or tensor) are sometimes shown within 

double lines; a.s below: 



~1 0 0 0 

·0 1 0 0 

I jnasl I - 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

where. a indi.cates the row, and s indicates the column. 

In the rest of the thesis, let· 

g = determinant of II gaS II , 
8a = 8aB = {1 if. a. = B 

- B - - 0 if a 1 B, 

- (-g) 112 [aBy8], 

where in general 

1 if a By . is an even per-
mutation of 1 2 3 • . . , 

[aBy ... ] - if a By . . . is ·an odd per
mutation of 1 2 3 . . • , 

0 if otherwise. 

6 

(LC.l) 

(I.C.2) 

(I.C.3) 

(I.C.4) 

(I.C.5) 

The local inertial frames of reference with Cartesian coordinates, 

as used in Special Relativity, are denoted in this thesis as Lorentz 

frames; In such a frame, gaB= naB' where naB is as in Equation (I.C.l). 

A local inertial frame in general is denoted an IFR; a nonin~rtial frame, 

NIFR. The term, 11 acceleration, 11 when used without qualification, always 

means acceleration relative to nearby IFRs. 

The SI system of units,. with the symbols for them, is use(i; however, 

Gaussian electrodynamic units are also used in, one subsection for reasons 

given there. The symbol, c, denotes the speed of light in vacuum as 

measured in an IFR (2.9979 x 108 m s-1), and G is the Cavendish (gravi

tational) constant (6.673 x 10-ll N m2 kg-2). 
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I.D The PPN Formalism 

This section gives what is a 1 ittle more than an abstract or swnmary 

from the references (M3, C~apter 39) (W3) (W4) (W5) (W6). It serves the 

purpose of giving some necessary background and establishing notation. 

Will and others have discovered that in the important case of weak 

gravitational fields and low matter velocities, such as is given by the 

Solar System, many important theories including General Relativity can 

be fitted by a common, general form: the Parametrized Post. Newtonian 

(PPN) Form~lism. In simple, brief terms~ these theories, which have 

been called 11 metric theories, 11 all agree on how test mass-particles of 

negligible mass and extent behave in spacetime, which has an assigned 

Riemann geometry; but they differ on how matter-energy shapes the geome

try. The PPN Formalism provides a general metric having parameters (the 

PPN parameters) whose numerical values depen·d on how a particular 11metric 

theory 11 describes the dynamic influence of matter-energy on the geometry. 

Most non-Newtonian gravitational experiments can be analyzed in 

this formalism (exceptions: the gravitational radiation experiments and 

a few others). After any one of these experiments is performed and the 

resulting da:ta is analyzed, estimates of the pertinent PPN parameters' 

values can then be made. If these estimates are sufficiently tight, 

they can be used to eliminate one 11 metric theory 11 or more as nonviable. 

In this formalism, for a gra~itationally bound system like the 

Solar System, the components of the metric tensor are expanded in orders 

of a small dimensionless parameter, E, where 
2 

E = maximum value of u anywhere in the system, and 

E 2 ~ other dimensionless physical quantitites which are 
functions of velocity, pressure, mass, density, etc., 
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that characterize the state of matter-energy in the 
system, (I.D.l) 

where 

(I.D.2) 

a dimensionless, positive .. gravitational potential, 11 and where <Pis 

Newton's gravitational potential. 

Various physical and mathematical arguments lead to the 11 Newtonian 11 

or first approximation to the metric tensor in the forma 1 ism: 

g00 = -1 + 2u + 0(E4), 

goj 
3 = 0( E ), 

g .. = 
lJ 

2 o .. +O(E), 
lJ 

(1.0.3) 

and then to the post-Newtonian approximation, which is parametrized by 

the PPN parameters fll, fl2, a 1, a2, 'andy: 

goo = - 1 + 2 U + 0 ( E 4) , 

g .. 
lJ 

wk 5 
- a2 --.. uk. + O(E ), c J .. 

= o. · (1 + 2yU) + 0(E4), 
lJ 

(I.D.4) 

where v., w., and ukJ. are other dimensionless 11 gravitational potentials, 11 

J J 

and wj are the components of the velocity of the PPN frame of reference 

relative to the 11 preferred universal rest frame'' that certain metric 

theories single out. General Relativity is not such a one. There are 

more terms in g00 than presented here but they are negligible in this 

thesis. 

Table I shows the PPN parameters used in this thesis (first column), 

th.eir heuristic significances (second column), their values in General 



PPN 
Parameter 

y 

L',l 

* 

TABLE I 

HEURISTIC DESCRIPTION OF SOME PPN PARAMETERS 1 

What it Measures~ Relative 
to General Relativity 

How much curvature is pro
duced by unit rest mass? 
To what extent and in what 
way does the theory single 
out a preferred Universal 
rest frame?t 
How much dragging of iner
tial frames is produced by 
unit momentum? 
How much easier is it for 
momentum to drag inertial 
frames radi a 11 y (towards 
the observer) than in a 
transverse direction? 

Value in 
General Relativity 

1 

0 

0 

1 

Value in Brans-Dicke-
Jordan Theory* 

1 + w 
2 + w 

0 

0 

10 + 7w 
14 + 7w 

Experimenta 1 
Bounds 

1.03 + 0.022 

0 + 0.2 

0 + 0.03 

1.03 + 0.02 

1 + 0.03 

w is the Dicke coupling constant, a free parameter whose value is set by measurements. A current 
estimate places it at~ 23 (Rl). 

tThere is another such parameter, a3, but it is not needed in this thesis. 



Relativity (third column) and in the Brans-Dicke-Jordan theory (fourth 

column), and their present experimental bounds (last column). 

The quantities t. 1, t.2, a.1, a.2 t andy are related as follows: 

t.2- a.2- sl + 1• 

10 

(I.D.S) 

where s1 is another PPN parameter that is needed only here (M3, Box 

39.5). The quantity ~;: 1 has the value zero in both General Relativity 

and the Brans-Di eke-Jordan theory. 

As an example, Will and Nordtvedt's point-mass metric,--rewritten to 

conform to the standards of this thesis--appears as follows: 

where 

g00 = -1 + 2U + 0(E4), 

g .. 
lJ 

7 = - - l1 2 1 

= o .. ( 1 + 2yU) + 0( E 4), 
lJ 

G MM 
uM = c2 I RM I , u = ~ ul•1' 

(I.D.6) 

VM = the PPN coordinate velocity of the Mth point-mass, V~ being 
the jth component; 

M = the mass of the Mth point-mass as evaluated in its PPN rest 
M frame; 

-+ 
RM = the PPN coordinate vector separating the field point from 

the Mth point-mass, R~ being the jth component; 

and L indicates summation over the point-masses in the system (W6, Table 
M 

4). (The above velocities, divided by c, are of the order 0(£1).) For 
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M = 1 and V~ = 0, the metric reduces to an approximation of the iso

tropic form of the familiar Schwarzschild metric when the PPN parameters 

taken on their General Relativity values (see Table I), to first order 

in u. 

I.E The Ringlaser 

Although the thesis in general was not written for a particular 

type of optradich, the ringlaser is discussed in this section because it 

appears to be a particularly promising one for gravitational experiments, 

especially terrestrial ones: Bilger and Zavodny (82, page 591) state 

"The ringlaser is an extremely sensitive instfument for measuring non-

reciprocal phenomena in light propagation." Also, four of the papers 

reviewed in the next chapter concern ringlasers (02) (K3) (V3) (V4). 

The basic principles of th.e ringlaser, its potential, and some of 

the chief practical problems in its application in experiment~ to test 

predictions such as in Chapter III are discussed. 

I.E.l The Idealized Ringlaser 

The frequency, f, of one of the two contratraveling beams in the 

idealized ringlaser is related to the trip time of the beam, T: 

IT 
f = T , (I.E.l) 

where IT is the "longitudinal mode number" (a large positive integer). 

Since the difference in frequency between the contratraveling r(lys, llf, 

and the trip time difference, !lT, are infinitesimal as compared'to f and 

T, respectively, the above can be differentiated, and the result re

arranged to this: 



f 6f=- TL\T; 

12 

(I.E.2) 

L\f is called the beat frequency. Typical values are as follows: f = 1014 

to 1015 Hz; T = 10-9 to 10-8 s; 6T = 10·21 to 10~ 16 s; L\f = 10 to 105 Hz. 

Note the smallness of the values for 6T as compared to those for L\f. 

The Sagnac Effect gives rise to a beat frequency in the idealized 

ringl aser: 

(I.E.3) 

where the loop is assumed planar, A. = elf and L = cT, and Equations 

(1.8.2) and (I.E.2) have been used. 

I. E. 2 Comparison With the Interferometer 

The interferometric optradi ch requires an externa 1 1 i ght source as 

in Figure 2. The information on the trip time difference is given by 

the shift in the fringes when the contratraveling beams are brought to 

interference. The shift, in terms of number of frfnges, 6Z, is related 

to 6 T (ideally) : 

L\Z = F6T, (I.E.4) 

where F is the frequency of the external light source. 

·In contrast, the ringlaser is a ••self-oscillating .. loop, i.e., it 

generates its own signals. The plasma tube in Figure 1 contains the 

lasing system, which 11 pumps up 11 or amplifies the signals as they pass 

through the tube--it can be compared to the ampHfier in an electronic 

oscillator; whereas the loop--actually, it is more often called a cavity 

in ringlaser work--can be compared to the tank circuit consisting of L 

and C. The information it gives on the trip time difference is in the 

form of L\f in Equati qn (I. E.2). 
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The performance of an actual interferometric optradich and of an 

actual ringlaser in measuring the Sagnac Effect due to Earth•s rotation 

are now compared. Michelson and Gale (M2) used an interferometric 

optradich of loop length, L = cT = 1,900 m, to obtain a fringe shift, 

AZ = .230 ± .005. The huge size was needed to obtain this level of 

accuracy~-for one thing, the external light source was not monochromatic 

(one wonders how much better the performance would be if Michelson and 

Gale used a laser instead). With a ringlaser of only L = 3.4 m, a value 

of df = 48 ± .6 Hz was obtained from a 1974 ringlaser experiment with 

Fresnel drag in moving media (S7), using the same data analysis procedure 

as in the Michelson-Gale paper (M2); 2 The relative accuracies of mea

surements were thus .005/.230 :: 2.2% for the interferometer and .6/48 :: 

1.2% for the ringlaser. Considering that the ringlaser experiment was 

not at all designed to measure the Sagnac Effect accurately and that the 

range in the beat frequencies actually measured (due mainly to the 

Fresnel drag in the moving medium) was .8 to 53 kHz, th~ latter error 

seems quite small. 

I.E.3 Practical Considerations 

An idea of the ringlaser•s bright promise has now been obtained but 

there are some problems that may limit its usefulness as a tool in 

gravitational experiments. 

First, the relationship between Af and AT in Equation (I.E.2) does 

not always hold in an actual ringlaser because of frequency pulling be

tween the oppositely tra ve 1 i ng signa 1 s: The observed beat frequency, 

denoted Afob' is seen to be smaller in magnitude than Af, when AT is· 

small; Af0b may be zero in fact: frequency locking or synchronization 
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(Al) (A4) (A5) (A6) (Ml). Figure 3 shows a typical relationship between 

L1f0b and ilf (actual pulling phenomena are usually more complicated than 

this, but only a simple picture is needed here). In Figure 3, L1f0b 

vanishes when IL'lfi ~ IL'lfll, where Afl is a constant that is dependent 

on the basic parameters of the ri~glaser. The interval IAfi ~IAfLI is 

called the locking or synchronization band; Afl is called the lock-in 

frequency. 

Af I ./ 
o,b !/ 

I v, 
I 
I 
I Lac ing 
r-- Band 
I 
I 

figure 3. Frequency Pulling 

ilf 
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Frequency pulling in the ringlaser exists because the two contra

circulating beams of the ringlaser can be represented by two coupled 

nonlinear oscillators. The coupling could be due to backscattering, the 

scattering of a minute fraction, typically 10-5, of a signal•s energy 

into the opposite direction by imperfect mirrors, particles in the 

optical loop, or something else (A4) (A6). 

Frequency pulling could be a serious problem: The ~f that would be 

expected from the idealized ringlaser measuring gravitational effects as 

in Chapter III may be much smaller in magnitude than known ~fl (the 

ringlaser mentioned in the last subsection had ~fl = 500 Hz; see also 

Pohle•s work [P2]). However, one could expect to reduce the coupling 

and thus ~fl by decreasing the number of scattering centers (e.g., use 

no more than three mirrors, or put the entire cavity in a near-vacuum3), 

using better mirrors, changing to a longer wavelength (this reduces 

Rayleigh scattering, because of the A- 4 law), or something else. In

creasing L may also decrease ~fl (A5). 

There is yet another solution to the problem of frequency pulling. 

It may be observed from Figure 3 that ~fob approaches ~f asymptotically 

as ~f is increased; in fact, ~fob may be quite close to ~f when ~f is 

only a few times ~fl. An artifici.al nonreciprocity, called a bias, could 

be introduced into the ringlaser to unlock it and make ~fob nearly equal 

~f (Kl) (Wl). Earth•s rotation could serve as a good source of bias: it 

is being monitored with a very high degree of accuracy (56). By making 

the ringlaser large, Earth•s rotation could easily unlock it (P2). 

In practice, however, it may be difficult to separate the effect 

one wants to measure from the bias, especially when the magnitude of th~ 

effect is much smaller than that of the bias. This brings up yet 
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another consideration: It is obvious that a time varying effect would 

be far easier to detect and identify than a constant effect of about th~ 

same magnitude, even in the presence of a large bias, through the dis-

tinctiveness of its time variation. Hence, an effort is made in Chapten 

III to find time varying gravitational effects. 4 

Second, another problem is now discussed: noise. It is convenient 

to follow Klimontovich, Kovalev, and Landau (K2, page 95) in distinguis~

ing between natural and technical fluctuations. The latter are those 

which can be decreased by advancing the 11 State of art, 11 e.g., by control-

ling the environment or designing a better ringlaser. The former are 

quantum mechanical effects in the lasing system, the cavity, and the 

beams, and cannot be minimized, once the basic parameters of the ring-

laser have been fixed; they set an insurmountable limit to the sensitiv

ity of the ringlaser to time nonreciprocities. Klimontovich, Kovalev, 

and Landau (K2, page 108) give a formula to estimate the smallest angular 

rotation rate that could be measured in a ringlaser that is limited only 

by natural fluctuations, denoted ~ · s· 

(I.E.5) 

where Mph is the 11 average spread of the beat frequency far .from the 

[locking bandT1 that is due to natural fluctuations only, Tis the ob

servation time, and the rest of the symbols are as before. The compli

cated formulas for ~fph are not repeated here. A numerical example is 

given by Klimontovich et al. (K2, page 109): A/L = .025 m (L = .5 m, if 

equilateral triangle), :\ = .63 x 10-6 m, ~fph = 10-2 Hz, T = 102 s, so 
-8 -1 

~ = 5 x 10 rad s , which is 1,500 times smaller than Earth's rotation s 

rate. 
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It might be rather optimistic to expect that the total fluctuations 

in the beat frequency can be controlled to the level of the numerical 

value given for ~fob above within this century. 5 But, the ringlaser in 

the example above is a small one; if a value of A/L = 100 m were used 

. d 1 2 1 -ll d -l h' 1 . 1nstea , ~s = • x 0 · ra s , w 1ch cou d be ach1evable someday. 

Third, some advantages of large size have been recounted (see also 

Pohle's thesis [P2]), but there is at least one problem. Heretofore· 

single mode excitation--the beams in the ringlaser have a single value 

of rr--had be~n implicitly assumed. Single mode excitation (denoted SE) 

is obviously preferable to multi-mode excitation (ME): the latter may 

mean much noisier output, with frequency pullings between the various 

excited modes, obscuring any effect one may want to measure. The 

excited modes are those 11 cold-cavity 11 modes which happen to fall within 

the bandwidth of the lasing energy-level transition (it is assumed that 

each mode resonates much more narrowly than the transition does). The 

frequency difference between adjacent modes (rr and rr + 1), denoted f0, 

can be found from Equation (I.E.l): 

f - 1 - c n=r=r· (I.E.6) 

It can now be seen that a small ringlaser may have only a .few excitable 

modes because f 0 is then large; hence, SE may be easy to enforce in it. 

At least five modes have been observed in the ringlaser mentioned in thd 

last subsection. However, SE may be quite difficult to enforce in a 

giant ringlaser: there could be over a thousand excitable modes. 

There is a possible solution: One could form an auxiliary loop, e.g., 

as in Figure 4. According to an analysis by Kutin and Troshin (K4), this 

arrangement may enforce single-mode excitation (or a few modes). However, 
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it has not yet been proven for giant ringlasers, and it could also intro

duce additional problems such as increased scattering in the cavity. 

Figure 4. Kutin and Troshin•s Diagram 

Much work obviously remains to improve the sensitivity of the ring-. 

laser. Only a glimpse into the complexities of the ringlaser has been 

given. 



ENDNOTES 

1Table I was b~sed for the most part on Box 39.2 in Misner, Thorne, 
and Wheeler's book (M3), and Table l in Will's paper (W4). The experi
mental bounds on a1 and a2 were taken from Equations (40.16) and (40.49) 
in Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler's book (M3); the e,xperimental bound on y 
was taken from Fomalont and Sramek's work (Fl, page 754). Those for Lq 
and b2 were calculated roughly from the experimental bounds for a1, a2, 
and y above. 

2The thesis author wants to thank Dr. H. R. Bilger for providing 
him this result. 

3Dr. H. R. Bilger has suggested this (Oklahoma State University, 
1975). 

4The thesis author wants to thank Dr. H. R. Bilger for pointing out 
the importance of time varying effects; c.f. R. Dicke's search for time 
varying effects in his Eotvos-type experiment--see Figure 1.6 in the 
book by Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler (M3). 

5This opinion is based on discussions with Dr. H. R. Bilger at 
Oklahoma State University in 1975. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE GENERALIZED SAGNAC EFFECT 

II.A Introduction 

The central question of the next two sections is this: how to com

pute the difference in the trip times of the optradichs ~T, given a 

Riemannian spacetime and the motion of the optradich through that space

time. Four general procedures to do this are presented in Section II.C, 

after some major assumptions are stated and partly discussed in Section 

II.B. As a result of the study of these procedures, a theoreti.cal view-

point is developed and presented iri Section II.D: formulas are given, the 

Sagnac Effect is genera 1 i zed, .and it is shown how: the optradi ch can .mea-

sure the 11 dragging of inertial franies 11 effect. 

For uniformity and consistency; the notations, conventions, etc., 

of a reviewed paper have been changed, wherever necessary, to conform to 

the standards given in Section I.C. Some other changes have also been 

made. Reasons for them are given either where they occur or in Subsec-

tion II.C.5. Some differences other than the changes above are also 

discussed there. 

Some abbreviation of Synge•s work (S8, Chapter XI, Section 7) seems 

necessary because of its length and detail, but the other works revi.ewed 

in Section II.C are presented with reasonable completeness. 

A paper, 11The Sagnac Effect in Genera 1 Relativity s 11 has only very 

recently been noticed. It is not reviewed here because of that lateness, 
' 
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and because it employs mathematical concepts and techniques that appear 

advanced (e.g., Killing vectors, n-forms, and homology groups) (A7). 

Some other works perhaps should be mentioned here even though they 

did not treat gravitation a 1 effects in detai 1. Silberstein (S5, foot

note on page 306) gave a rough estimate of gravitational effects on 

Earth-bound optradiches. Volkov and Kiselev (V5) used a procedure simi-

lar to that reviewed in Subsection II.C.4; see also the works cited in 

their footnotes 1, 2, and 4. Lianis (L2) dev~loped a general procedure 

that could be applied to gravitational effects without modification. 

All of these works dealt with the Sagnac Effect. 

11.8 Assumptions 

Some major assumptions are explicitly stated and partly discussed 

here. This section is based for the most part on Synge's discussion of 

his assumptions (S8, pages 401-403). (Each assumption is provided with 

an asterisked number for later reference.) 

1*. The region of spacetime enclosing the world history of the 

optradich has small dimensions for the duration of the experiment. 1 

2*. At any particular instant of time, whatever the motion of the 

optradich, there is an inertial frame of reference (rFR) in which a 

particular point on the optradich is at rest·(momentarily, as the case 

may be). Then at the same instant the velocities of the other points 

of the optradich with respect to the IFR are small as compared to c. 

3*. The geometry of spacetime is not affected by optradich experi-

ments. 

4*. The angular velocity of the optradich relative to inertial 

guidance gyroscopes can be assumed to be GOnstant over the duration of 
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the trip times of the optradich signals. This assumption need not be 

unduly restrictive, for the trip times can be very short, as seen in 

Subsection I.E.l; thus, angular velocities that vary slowly with time 

are permitted. 

5*. Let A be an accelerated frame. Do the standard clocks or rods 

in A measure the same time intervals or the same lengths as those that 

the standard ones measure in an IFR, when the relative velocity between 

A and the IFR is zero at a particular instant? 

Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler (M3) say: 

One need not--and indeed must not!--postulate that proper 
length s is measured by a certain type of rod (e.g. platinum 
meter stick), or that proper time, is measured by a certain 
type of clock (e.g. hydrogen-maser clock). Rather, one must 
ask the laws of physics themselves what types of rods and 
clocks will do the job. Put ~ifferently, one defines an 
11 ideal 11 rod or clock to be one which measures proper length as 
given by ds = (g2'6dxadxS)l/Z cir proper time as given by [cd,] 
= ( -gcy. 13 dxadxS )17 . . . • One must then determine the accuracy 
to wh1ch a given rod or clock is ideal under given circum
stances by using the laws of physics to analyze its behavior 
(page 393). 

In the rest of this thesis ideal rods and clocks are used. 

6*. Synge (S8, page 401) wished to avoid any assumption on the 

rigidity of the optradich. However, on account of assumptions 1* to 4*, 

it is possible and convenient to assume that without incurring serious 

error: Consfder two triangles, one -a perfect equilateral triangle of 

side Jl, and the other one like it but with a side i.ncreased by a relative 

amount b.t/!1, (they are small so that Euclidean geometry can be assumed). 

Compute the Sagnac Effect--Equation (I.B.l)--for both triangles and 

thereby obtain the result that the strain b.JI,/!1,--if small--only introduce' 

a relative change in b.T of the order of b.t/!1,~ The strain can be smaller 



than those induced in Earth's body by the Moon and the Sun, and hence 

negligible. 

7*. If reflectors are used to define the paths of the signals, 

instantaneous reflection is assumed. 

8*. The signals travel through vacuum only. However, travel 

through material media is considered in Subsection II.C.5. 

9*. The loop is assumed approximately planar for convenience and 

s imp 1 i city . 

II.C Literature Review 
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(Note that conclusions which otherwise would have come at the ends 

of the first four subsections have instead been summarized in Section 

II.D, and that the accelerated observer's proper frame, as in the 

appendix, is often referred to as just the proper frame.) 

II.C.l M~ller's Approach 

For convenience, equation numbers prefixed by, and page numbers 

suffixed by, M refer to the same respective numbers in M~ller's paper 

(M5). Note that assumption 8* is suspended here. 

M~ller considered the effect of stationary gravitational fields on 

the velocity of light. The metric is rewritten: 

where 

2 i 2 g dx~dxv = do - (c* dt - y 1. dx ) , 
~v 

the "spatial metric," 

c* = c. y':'()"'g 
00 ' 

(II.C.l) 

(II.C.2) 

(II.C.3) 



and 

Y· = 1 
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(II.C.4) 

what M¢ller called the vector potential. From this he derived the 

11 coordinate speed of light 11 : 

c* w = _ __:__.,.... 
c i ' - + y.e 

.0 1 
w 

(II.C.5) 

where ~ is the speed of light as measured in a Lorentz frame, and ei is 

the unit vector in the direction of light propagation (see also pages 

270-271, M4). 

The passage from pages 386-387M appears particularly quotable: 

The difficulty in checking the formula [II.C.5] by terres
trial experiments lies in the fact that only differences in the 
velocity [II.C.5] for different space points give rise to ob
servable effects. This follows at once from the principle of 
equivalence; for inside a region of essentially constant poten
tials we may treat the phenomena used in the experiment from 
the point of [an IFR], where the gravitational effects disap
pear. It is therefore clear that the experimental arrangements 
must cover large areas. Further there is in general a danger 
that uncontrollable variations in the properties of the medium 
(i.e. in w) will overshadow the weak effects due to the gravi
tational field. There is one arrangement, however, in which 
this difficulty is eliminated. Consider two signals which, 
starting from the same pain~ P, are going along a closed ·loop 
but in opposite directions. The time intervals T+ and T_ 
needed for the signals to make one turn are then, according to 
Equation [II.C.5], 

n; da 
T± = 1(±)'w. (II.C.6) 

The time intervals between the arrivals at P of the two sig
nals after one turn is then completely independent of the 
properties of the medium traversed and equal to 

(II.C.7) 
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(Some changes have been made in the equations above.) See also page 394 

in M~ller•s book (M4). Thus, one is led to consider optradiches, espe

cially large ones. 

For reasons given in Subsection II.C.5, the proper frame is used in 

the place of the frame that M~ller used. After putting the spatial 

origin at P and rotating the frame so that every point of the loop has 

constant spatial coordinates in the frame, one can derive from Equations 

(II.C.4) and (App. 4) the following: 

(II.C.8) 

A A 

. . 2 
where aJxJ/c is neglected on account of assumption 1*. Thus, Equation 

(II .C. 7) becomes, when the integration is performed on the basis of 

assumption 9*, 
-+-+ w·n 

b.T = 4 -.fA, (II.C.9) 
c 

-+ where A and n are as before. The significance of this is made more 
u 

clear in Section II.D. 

II.C.2 Synge•s Approach 

For convenience, equations and page numbers, etc. , prefixed by S 

refer to the same respective numbers in Synge•s book (S8, Chapter XI, 

Section 7). 

In the preface to his book, Synge stated his aim to put General 

Relativity on a more operational footing than previously. Also, he 

wished to demonstrate the utility of his 11World-function, 11 W (he actually 

used the notation ~ but that is reserved for use to denote angular speed 

in this thesis). 
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The necessary machinery for working with W is developed in Chapter 

SII, in parti.cul ar Section Sl4, 11 The World-Function in Terms of Fermi 

Coordinates for Two Points on Adjacent Timelike Curves. 11 The Fermi 

coordinates are just the coordinates of the proper frame when wa ~ 0. 

He called such a frame a Fermi frame. 

Consider three adjacent timel i k.e world 1 ines of three observers, 

c0, CA' and CB' with c0 transporting a Fermi frame (Figure 5). Then, 

after studying the Appendix and keeping in mind that wa = 0 for the 

Fermi frame, one can write, with reference to Figure 5, the Fermi coor-
. 0 1 1 2 2 dinates of the po1nt, PA on CA, as FA = c'A' FA= oAnA, FA = oAnA, and 

Fl = oAnl; likewise for PB on CB (replace the subscript A with B). Here, 

, is the proper time of c0, and c'A' c'B' oA, and oB are 11 Small, of first 

order'' (assumption 1*). 

Figure 5. Synge's Diagram 
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The world-function of P A and P8 are expanded in terms of the Fermi 

coordinates, the four-acceleration of c0 (a~;c2 , as in the Appendix), 

the 11 Curvature of spacetime, 11 etc.: 

(II.C.lO)' 

where 

and M4 contains terms in which the components of the Riemann (or curva

ture) tensor appear, N4 is a complicated expression in the four

acceleration, and d/dT denotes ordinary differentiation with respect to 

, . Further, 

the 11 Fe.rmi distance 11 between PA and P8, and 05 contains terms of the 

fifth order in c'A' c,8, crA, and cr 8. Note that the numbers on the M's, 

N's, and 0 are the numbers of the orders of c'A' c,8, crA, and cr8. 

A goal stated at the beginning of Chapter SXI is to devise experi-

ments to measure the 11 curvature of acceleration 11 of the observer and the 

11 Curvature of spacetime. 11 To this end, Synge set up a tetrahedral array 

of point mirrors--each mirror at a vertex of the tetrahedron. Here, it 

is enough to consider just three mirrors, denoted, respectively, c0, CA, 

and c8, with c0 carrying a Fermi frame. The Fermi coordinates of PA and 

P8 are considered functions of ,, the proper time on c0•s world line. 

Suppose that a signal leaves c0 at 'O' arrives at CA at 'A' c8 at 'B' 
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and finally returns to c0 at T0. This circuit, and also the trip time, 

are denoted OABO; OBAO is the same circuit taken in the opposite sense. 

Since he wished to avoid making any assumption on the rigidity of 

the tetrahedron, Synge used signals to monitor the dimensions of the 

tetrahedron, as is made more clear later. 

As the signals pursue null geodesics (vacuum travel), W(PA, PB) = 

0, e.g. Thus, approximative manipulation of Equation (ILC.lO) yields 

this: 

(II.C.ll) 

with an unwritten error term, o4, and where ¢ contains terms from N3 and 

M4, and ~ contains some terms from M4 (note that ¢AB = ¢BA and ~AB = 

-~BA). 

In his analysis Synge dropped N4 but kept M4 in order to explore 

the effects of the Riemann tensor. But, there is almost no hope that 

such could be discerned with optradiches, especially when it is still 

doubtful that the gravitational effects considered here could be measured 

by optradiches (see Section IV.A). So, M4, and hence~, are dropped as 

well. 

Manipulation of the subscripts in Equation (II.C.ll)--e.g., substi

tuting 0 for A--will yield the other equations needed subsequently. 

Further manipulation for Equation (II.C. 11) lead to these equations: 

c d roA 
(II.C.l2) '2 OAO = rOA + ¢oA' edT 

f. OBO 
d rOB 

¢oB' (U.C.l3) = rOB + 2 edT 



% OABOBAO 
1 d rOA 1 d rBO 

= CroA + rAB + rBO) (l + 2 edT + 2 edT ) 
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1 d rOA 1 d rOB 1 d rAB 
+ 2rOA edT + 2 rOB · edT + 2 (rOA + rOB) edT 

(II.C.l4) 

Although assumption 6* is kept even here, it is interesting to see what 

could be done if it were necessary to take into account the. nonrigidity 

of the optradich. In principle, at least, after the trip time and the 

four-acceleration of c0 are continuously recorded as functions ofT, the 

Fermi coordinates of the mirrors, CA and CB, can then be solved for in 

terms of the trip times. The dimensions of the optradich are thus 

effectively monitored. 

The terms in dr/cdT can be dropped on the basis of assumption 5*. 

So, according to Equation (II.C.ll), 

i i 
1 i d FA i d FB 

llT = OABO - OBAO = 2 ( FB ---err-- - FA ~). 
c 

(II.C.lS) 

But, the optradich is rotating relative to the Fermi frame with the same 
~ 

angular velocity,(), as in the Appendix; consideration of the right 

hand side of Equation (II.C.lS) does indeed show this. Hence, Equation 

(II.C.lS) is equivalent to Equation (II.C.9). 

II.C.3 Dehnen•s Approach 

For convenience, equation numbers prefixed by, ~nd p~ge numbers 

suffixed by, D refe.r to the respective numbers in Dehnen•s work (02). 

The convention with the Latin indices is relaxed in this subsection: i 

and k, and only these, range over A, B, and C; moreover, Einstein•s 

summation convention is suspended for i and k also. Two changes made in 

Dehnen•s work, aside from those necessary to maintain consistency in 
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notations; conventions, etc., are pointed out: .llT is used instead of his 

aT and vice versa, and three mirrors are used instead of his four (mostly 

to avoid copying his work too closely). Apart from these changes, the 

first part of the presentation here may differ somewhat from what Dehnen 

had in mind, but it is hoped that these differences are not too large. 2 

For the first time, an author calculates gravitational effects on a 

ringlaser, but his results are applicable to other optradiches as we11. 3 

The three mirrors are labeled A, B, and C. In addition, an observ-

er, 0, cornoves with the mirrors, carrying a clock with him which measures 

his proper time; this clock is denoted the 0 clock. 

A special coordinate system, ya, is used here. Each element of the 

optradich (not including the signals) has a unique triplet, yj (j = 1, 2, 

and 3), which remains constant throughout the world history of the ele

ment. The fourth coordinate (timelike), y0 , is determined as follows~ 

draw a spacelike geodesic orthogonal to o•s world line at the point 

where the 0 clock reads time= T, to the world line of the element; at 

that intersection, y0 = T also. The coordinates can be arbitrary other-

wise, except that smoothness, in the.usual mathematical sense, may be 

convenient. Another coordinate system, xa, can be introduced in terms 

of ya via coordinate transformations. 

o•s four-velocity is uJ.l, as in the Appendix. Pick one of the 

mirrors, i = A, B, or C. Draw a spacelike geodesic orthogonal to o•s 

world line at the point, P, where the 0 clock reads time = T to the 

mirror•s world line. Let cr0i denote the proper length of the geodesic 

between 0 and i; and let (n0i)J.l denote the tangent to the geodesic at 

P[(n0i)J.l(n0i)J.l = 1 and (n0i)J.luJ.l = 0]. Definitions: 
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(II.C.l6) 

and 

(II.C.l7) 

where i ~ k, here and henceforth. 

Dehnen assumes the signals in the optra~ich travel on null geode

sics, as Synge did: 

·ds = 0. (II.C.l8) 

He changes this to 

edT = dS, (II.C.l9) 

where T is the time on the 0 clock; and, assuming the light signal is 

traveling from the ith mirror to the kth mirror, S is given by 

(II. C. 20) 

Integration of Equation (II.C.l9) yields 

(II.C.21) 

where Tik is the trip time of the signal from the ith mirror at time Ti 

to the kth mirror at Tk. Since the trip times from mirror to mirror are 

small (assumption 1*), 

x~k)(Tk) = xfk)(Ti) + 8xrk)' 

Equations (II.C.21) and (II.C.22) combine to form 

as.k 
cTik = sik(Ti) + ax~ (Tk)8x~k)' 

(k) 

(II.C.22) 

(II.C.23) 

which is a. Taylor series that is truncated after th.e linear term. Since 
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~ - xtk)(Tk) - xtk)(Ti) - ax(k) 
6x(k) - Tk _ Ti . . (Tk- Ti) - caT c6T, (Il.C.24) 

where 6T is the trip time Tk - Ti in the first approximation, the second 

term on the right hand side of Equation (II.C.23) becomes 

(I I. C. 25) 

in the first approximation, where the symbol aT(k) means to carry out 

the time differentiation at the kth mirror only. So, to first approxima-

ti on, 

as.k 
cT.k = S.k(T.) + aT 1 (T.) c6T, 

1 1 1 c (k) 1 
(II. c. 26) 

Figure 6 diagrams the world lines of the mirrors A, B, and C (light, 

nearly vertical lines), and of two signals leaving A at time T1 (heavy, 

more horizontal lines, one solid and the other dashed). T2 is the 

approximate time at which both signals arrive at their second mirrors, 

respectively; T3, their third mirrors; T4• is the time the solid-line 

signal arrives at A; r4• is the time the dashed-line signal arrives at A. 

From Figure 6, it can be seen that 

cL'IT = c(T4.- T4u) = c{(TAB - TBAu) + (TeA•- TAC) + CTsc - TCB)}. 

(II.C.27) 

So, according to Equation (II.C.26) anc;l Figure 6, Equation (II.C.27) 

becomes 

as8Au 
-=-=-=-----,-- ( T ) ] 
aT(An) ·. 3 
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aSCA' aSAC aSBC aSCB 
+ [aT(A') (T3) - ar- (Tl)] +[aT (T2) -aT (T2)]}. 

(C) (C) (B) 

(II.C.28) 

B 

Figure 6. Dehnen's Diagram. 

In the first approximation, 

T2 =T1 +oT, (I I. C. 29) 

So, Equation (II.C.28) changes to 

cllT = 
dSCA dSBA aSAB asBA 

{ 2 ---err - 2 ---err + 
aT(B) aT(A) 

aSCA a sAc aSBC ascB 
OT, + + - } 

aT(A) aT(C) aT(C) aT(B) 
(II. c. 30) 



in the first approximation where all terms are evaluated at r1• 

Differentiation of Equation (II.C.20) gives 

and 
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(JI.C.31) 

(I I.C. 32) 

where ( ). denotes covariant differentiation with respect toT (Tis the 

time on the 0 clock) along the world lines (El, page 798). It can be 

shown that 

( XJ.l*)· 
00i 

(El, page 799). 

It is convenient to have at this point· 

{equilateral triangle). 

Thus, Equations (II.C.30, 31, 33, and 34) combine to form 

and then 

as 
cT = {3( CA 

aT (A) 

(II.C.33) 

(I I. C. 34) 

{i I.C. 35) 
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It has been shown that u can be de.composed 
ll;V 

in this way: 

+ + l 8h 1 2 u = w a 3 "V - a, uv c , l.l;V llV l.lV '"' '"' 
(I I. C. 36) 

where w measures the rotation, a the shear, and 8 the expansion; a l.lV llV l.l 
is as before; and hl.lv is the projection tensor (El, page 800). 

It can be assumed that a = 8 = 0 in view of assumption 6*, and 
llV 

the term in a u is of no consequence l.l \) 
l.l* ( since u o0 .x = 0 see Equation l.l 1 

(II.C.l6) and the sentences just above it). Further simplifications of 

Equation (II.C.35) can be had by imposing 

(II.C.37) 

(See Figure 7.) 

c 9./2 B 

Figure 7. Optradich Vectors 

So, in view of these facts, 

cOT ::: 9., (I I. c. 38) 
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this can be seen to hold: 

(I I.C. 39) 

It can also be shown that w~, as in the Appendix, is related tow : w 

(II.C.40) 

(El, page 800). 

So, 

(II.C.41) 

This can be shown to be the general expression of Equation (II.C.9). In 

the proper frame of the observer, u~ = ( 1, 0, 0, 0 ), w0 = 0, and 

E = [~vaS] along the world line of the observer; so, 
~vaS 

2 -+-+ c AT = 4 w•nuA, 

-+ where nuA has the components, 

A 

A 

b* 
OOAX , 

and~ has the components wj, as in the Appendix. 

(II.C .42) 

(I I.C.43) 

By writing of the '11 MitfUhrung• des Inertialsxstems 11 and of the 

11 Fokker-Prazession 11 on pages 820 and 8210, Dehnen anticipated most of 

the content of Section II.D. 

II.C.4 The Approach by Volkov et al. 

On the next page, Table II shows several versions of Maxwell's 

electromagnetic field equations (E2) (H2) (M3) (Pl) (V3) (V4) (V5). 

System I in Table II is in the usual form (rationalized MKS units). E 

is the electric field; 1, the magnetic field; 6, the electric flux den

sity; A, the magnetic intensity; J, the current density; and p, the 

charge density. 



TABLE I~ 

MAXWELL 1 S ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD EQUATIONS 
IN. VARIOUS FORMS 

System I 

The Source-Independent Equations 

v x E + a81 at = o, v ·B = o. 

The Source-Dependent Equations 

v X it - ao/ at = j' v. D = p. 

The Constitutive Equatiqns 

(In general, tensor relationships among t~e 
components of the four electromagnetic vec
tors.) 

System II 

The Source-Independent Equations 

The Source-Dependent Equations 

Hai3 = Ja. 
;13 

The Constitutive Equations 

Hai3 = s·JlVCti3 F • 
jl\) 

System III 

The Source-Independent Equations 

Fai3;o + Fi3o;a + Foa;i3 = 0• 

The Source-Dependent Equations 

Fai3 ;s = 4TIJa. 

The Constitutive Equations 

Fai3 = getfl gi3v F 
jl\) 
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System I is valid only in an IFR; however_, as is known, General 

Relativity requires equations valid generally in other frames (principle 

of covariance; equations having only 11 geometric objects 11 in them [M3, 

Section 12.5]). The equations in System II are such equations. FaS' 

which may be called the electromagnetic field tensor, has. the following 

components in a Lorentz frame: 

0 

- c 

--c 

0 

-B z 

E _ _1 

c 

0 

-B 
X 

--. c· 

-B y 

0 

(I I.C .44) 

-+ 
(M3, a modification of Equation [3.7]), where Ex= the x-component of E, 

BY= they-component of B, and so on. Has may be called the electromag-
-+ -+ 

netic intensity tensor, analogous to the pair of D and H. Ja could be 

termed the four-current density--it might have components, p ua, where ua 

is the four-velocity of the source element having rest-frame charge 

density P· sllvaS could be called the constitutive tensor, analogous to 

the permittivity and permeability of the medi urn. 

System III is another version of System II, being written in Gauss-
-+ -+ -+ -+ 

ian units such that E = D and B = H in vacuum; and it is valid for 

vacuum only, aside from electrical sources. A reason for introducing it 

here is that its use seems quite prevalent in the. literature (H2): (M3). 

(Pl) (V3) (V4) (V5). The reader may find it convenient to have II and 

III listed together. III is used in this subsection because it is more 



convenient: Volkov et al. uses it, and the constitutive tensor has a 

simpler form in Ill than in II, at least in vacuum. 

The more recent of the papers by Volkov et al. is reviewed here 

(V3). 

Volkov et al. introduce fictitious 11 Vectors, 11 Ek' Bk' Dk, and Hk, 

as functions of the components of FaS and H aS 

1 
Bk = 2 [k n m] Fnm' 
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(I I. C. 45) 
H k _ 1 Hnm c- 2 e:oknm · 

These can be substituted in System III--assuming source-free vacuum, 
a 

J = 0. The result is 

E 
[k n m] m,n + 8k,O = 0, 8k,k = 0, c 

H 
[k n m] m ,n _ 

0k,O = 0, 0k,k = 0, c 

0k = e:kn 
En 

[k n m] gn 
Hm -- c' c 

Bk 
Hn 

[k n m] gn 
Em 

- e:kn -+ c' c (I I.C .46) 

where 

e: = (g) 1/2 gkn , 
kn -goo 

(II.C.47) 

and some minor changes have been made in the equations of Volkov et al. 

Equation (II.C.46)--henceforth referred to as System !V--is identi-

cal in form with System I when the latter is written in a Lorentz frame 

for the case of a source-free medi urn characterized by constitutive rela-

tionships of the form of the last two equations of Equation (II.C.46), 



when factors of c are inserted where appropriate. As Heer (H2, page 

A800) puts it, 11 a noncovariant notation is found more convenient and 

consistent with conventional techniques. 11 
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It appears that it can be assumed that the signals in an optradich 

are of such a nature as to permit a classical geometric-optics solution 

to System IV. If this is so, and if Ekn is diagonal, then 

(N _ g )1/2 (N _ g ) l/2 (N _ g ) l/2 
1 1 + 2 2 + 3 3 - 1 = 0 (I I.C. 48) 

E22E33 Ell E33 Ell E22 

(V2, a modification of its Equation [4]), where N1 is the first com-
+ + + 

ponent of Ne = N, and so on (e is the unit vector in the direction of 

light propagation, and N is the index of refraction in that direction). 

For reasons that are given in the next subsection, the proper frame 

is used in the place of the frame that Volkov et al. used. Then from 

Equation (li.C.47), in the proper frame, 

:: 1 J: Ekn ---'- uk ' 
1-gA... n 

00 
A A A A 

(I I. C. 49) 

where terms such as w1 x2 w2 x3;c2 are neglected on account of assump-

tion 2*. Hence, Equation (II.C.48), in the proper frame, becomes 

(N.- g.) (N. 
J J J 

The solution is 

g.) 
J 

----g"" . 
00 

(II.C.50) 

e + g 1-gAA 
Nk = ~ k 00 (II.C.51) 

1-gAA 
00 

where ej is the jth component of~. To find the trip time of one signal, 

the following.is taken 

T = ~ Nk ek dcr, (li.C.52) 
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which can be recognized as Equation (II.C.6). 

II.C.5 Differences With Previous Papers 

Some major differences with the works of M~ller (M5) ~ Volkov et al. 

(V3) (V4), and Kuriyagawa e4 al. (K3) are stated, and sometimes explained 

or discussed here. Henceforth, V3~ V4~ and K3 are· us~d to refer to the 

respective papers. 

V3 and V4 give the covariant source-free Maxwell's equations as 

(II. C. 53) 

as before. Next, V4 gives the 11Covariant" constitutive equations as 

(I I. c. 54) 

whereas, V3's version~ valid for vacuum only, is 

(II.C. 55) 

In this thesis~ they are of course given as 

{I I. C. 56) 

Since both sides of each of Equations (II.C.54 and 55) apparently trans-

form as tensor densities, it perhaps would be preferable to call only 

Equation (II.C.56) covariant. 

K3 differs from V4 in using Faa in the place of Haa in Equation 

(II.C.54). In this thesis, Faa has always the meaning Faa= gaJ..lgavF 
j..l\) 

Since non-vacuum processes were examined in K3~ apparently Faa ~ .Haa __ 

the inequality seems to hold even in vacuum if the SI system of units is 

used--this thesis does not conform to the practice of K3. 

Next~ V4 uses a second-rank tensor to characterize an isotropic 

medium: 
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S jNa(3 = gao gBT Sll S" 
0 T' (II.C.57) 

with 

S ~ = e: ~~, S ~ = ( 1 I lil) o ~ , rest zero, (I I. C. 58) 

where e: and 11 are 11 the values of the dielectric constant and the mag

netic permeability of the medium, as measured by local observers coupled 

to the medium 11 (V4, page 996). K3 uses, instead, 

So = si i e: 11, . = o., rest zero, 
0 s s J J 

(I I. C.59) 

where e:s and 11s are 11 the relative permittivity and the relative perme

ability of a medium measured by local observers coupled to the medium., 

(K3, page 2955). 

To resolve this apparent discrepancy, calculations in the SI units 

are made for the isotropic-medium case. As a medium cannot be isotropic 

except when at rest in an IFR, a Lorentz frame is used. 

First, factors of c are inserted in System I so that ct can be used 

in the place of t, as in Special Relativity. There are two general ways 

to do this: (1) divide the curl equation (vxE or vxH ... ) and use E/c 
+ + + 

. or H/c in the place of E or H; (2) multiply the time partial derivative 
+ + 

term, a/at, by c/c and the divergence equation by c, and use cB or cO 

instead of B or D. Fal3, as given by Equation (II.C.44), has been cal

culated via way (1) above; Has, via the same way, is given by 

0 ox Oy Dx I 

Hz H I 
-D 0 - - _1_ I 

X c c I 

II HaS·: = I (I I. c. 60) 
Hz ! 

-D 0 Hx I --
I y c 

-0 ~ Hx 
0 il 

z c c II 
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If way (2) were wanted instead, the right hand side of Equation (II.C.44) 

or (II.C.60) can be multiplied by c. Way (1) could even be applied to 

the source-independent t~axwell•s equations in System I and way (2) to the 

source-dependent ones, or vice versa. In any case, 

HaS = 11 a~ 11 av So s' F ( ) y v OT' II.C.6l 

where 

So - a sJi. 
0 - ' 

i = boj' rest zero, 

in which a and b are absolute scalars whose values depend on which of 

the following four possibilities are used: (A) way (1) is applied to 

both the source-independent equations and the source-dependent equations; 

(B) way (1) to the source-independent equations, but (2) to the other 

pair; (C) way (2) and then (l); (D) way (2) to both pairs. Table III 

gives the values that have been calculated for these possibilities. 

TABLE II I 

VALUES FOR a AND b 

Possibility a 

A CE~ 

B 2;;:;-C E ].1 

c cet0l 

D CE;;-

b 

1//C; 

1//; 

1/~ 
1/~ 
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Comparing the values in Table III with those in Equations (II.C.58) 

and (II.C.59), it seems that the only difference with V4's values is 

that c does not appear in them. Possibly V4 used units such that c 

should not appear, although it apparently is not clear what units are 

used. K3's values do not even seem to resemble those above, and there 

seems to be no obvious reason for this disagreement. 

Equation (II.C.6l) appears to give HaS correctly in terms of FaS' 

but HaS is anti symmetric; therefore, S11vaS should a 1 so be anti symmetric 

in a and s as well--Yildiz and Tang (Yl) note further antisymmetric 

properties. The following appears to have the correct antisymmetric 

properties: 

(II.C.62) 

V4 and K3 next proceed to apply Equations (II.C.57, 58 and 59) to 

the ringlaser even though it is generally in a NIFR: it appears as if V4 

and K3 assume the ringlaser wer'e accelerating relative to the media 

inside its cavity. They make no attempt to justify this procedure. 

Some reasons are now given to show why one might have to be careful to 

proceed as above. It is well known that many media change in their 

electromagnetic properties on being stressed, as by accelerating them 

(cf. photoe1asticity): some otherwise iso~ropic media become anisotropic 

in fact. But even if the stresses in the medium could be neglected, its 

acceleration may still enter into its constitutive properties (H2) (L2) 

(V2). It is true that the effects of acceleration may be small in most 

practical cases, but they could be even larger than the gravitational 

effects considered here. 

It appears prudent, convenient, and even practical to consider only 

vacuum processes in this thesis. It may be practical because it appears 
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feasible as well as simple. Michelson and Gale•s interferometric optra

dich (see Subsection l.E.2) was put inside a_partial vacuum system; and 

it may be possible to construct a practical ringlaser inside a (nearly) 

vacuum system also (see Subsection I.E.3). It would seem that the ex

perimentalist would seek to design an optradich experiment that is as 

simple and clean (i.e., free of extraneous or peripheral influences) as 

possible. For example, if he needs a bias source to unlock the ring

laser (see Subsection I.E.3), Earth•s rotation appears better than· any 

most nonreciprocal medium because it can be monitored with a high degree 

of precision, it does not require additional optical elements in the 

ringlaser cavity, and the ringlaser can be firmly attached to the surface 

of the spinning Earth. 

Now, the issue of what coordinate frame to use is considered, 

First, for background it is described how M¢ller (M5) obtained the form 

of the metric tensor for his rotating frame. He started from a frame, 

xa, in which the optradich does not have constant spatial coordinates, 

and used coordinate transformations to go to xa•, in which the optradich 

does have constant spatial coordinates. a It so happens that x approxi-

mates the Lorentz-frame coordinates, i.e., gaS= "as' where gaS is the 

metric tensor in the xa frame. This seems to have motivated M~ller to 
a . a 1 

rigidly rotate x 1n space to the new frame, x : the coordinate trans-

formations are 

xo o• 
= X ' 

xj = 
j xjl (II.C.63) fl. • I 
J ' 

j where 11. •• is the usual rotation matrix in Euclidean space, which is 
J 

parametrized by three Euler angles (A3, pages 178-180}, one of which is 
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a function of time (nt + a0 where a0 is a con~tant and n is the angular 

speed, as used by V4 and K3)o (These equations are more general than 

M~ller's, but they are more convenient here.) 

V3, V4, and K3 may also have obtained their forms of the metric 

tensor essentially in this way, although no details were given. It is 

assumed that they did proceed essentially as aboveo 

Some reasons are now given for using the proper frame in the place 

of M~ller's, V3's, V4's, ancl K3's frames. First, it appears that it is 

not easy or simple to generalize the coordinate-transformation procedure 

to cover arbitrary motion of the optradich (eog,, translation about 

Earth as well as rotation). There is no such problem with the proper 

frame: it can follow the motion of the observer, whatever it may be. 

Next, ther'e could be problems with the coordinate-transformation 

approach, according to Lianis (L2, Section 5), From his discussion, it 

would seem desirable to investigate the physical meaning of n; however, 

wj of the proper frame has a well-defined meaning: it is the angular 

velocity relative to inertial guidance gyroscopeso Now, along the world 

line of the obser-ver, the coordinate time in the proper frame is also 

the observer 1 s proper time, when the observer is at the origin. This is 

not generally so with the other frames: the optradich may be some dis

tance from the origin of the frame. 4 Further, the forms of the metric 

tensor as used by M-ller and the Others could be somewhat more compli-

cated and less easy to use than the proper frame form in many cases. 

The latter form also seems to make more transparent the physics of the 

gravitational field as "seen" by the optradich, and is written entirely 

in terms of coordinate-independent quantities that can be measured by 
A A 

the observer in the proper frame: wj ancl ajo Last, but not least, the 
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proper frame apparently makes i ~ easier to bring the genera 1 results .of 

M~ller and others into line with those of Synge and Dehnen: Synge uses 

a frame like the proper frame but with wj ~ 0, and while Dehnen does .not 

seem to have used any special frame, he does use the rotation tensor,. 

waS, which, as seen ~arlier, is connected with the angular velocity,. wy 

(Equation (II.C.40)). 
+ 

Another matter is now taken upa K3 says that dl on the left side · 

of K3's Equation (15) is "proper length" and thus must be replaced by 

"coordinate length"; this does not seem to be in accord with the think-

ing of Heer (see the quote in Subsection II.C.4) and M~ller (see Subsec-
+ 

tion II.Co l). In this thesis, dl. would be treated as "~oordinate 

length." 

Further·, on page 2956, K3 neglected the angular momentum of Earth. 

However. V3 (page 412), V4 (page 998), and Dehnen (02, page 820) do not. 

M~l1er did seem to neglect Earth's angular momentum. (Synge [S8, Section 

7, Chapter XI] did not consider special cases.) The results in Chapter 

III incidate that the angular momentum should not be neglected. 

Finally, K3 (page 2958) says, "the beat fr·equency [of the ringlaser] 

. is not influenced qy the static gravitational field." The third 

term in Equation (II.E.l) seems to indicate that when an optradich is in 

motion through the static part of a gravitational field, it may qe in

fluenced by that part (M3, page 1119). 

II.D The Sagnac Effect Generalized 

The main conclusion of the preceding section, reached in four dif

ferent ways, is that an optradich in ~rbitrary motion through spacetime 

having an arbitrary Riemann geometry measures LlT as given by 
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·+ + 
w•n 

L\.T=4--,j!A, 
c 

where~ is the angular veloci~y of the optradich relat:ive t;o a frame 

which comoves with the optradich and whose spatial axes are attached ~o 

iner't;ial guidance gyroscopes--Synge's Fermi frame (Subsection II.C.2)-

A and ~u are as before~ and assumptions 1* to 9* are in effect here and 

henceforth o The Fermi frame above is ~eferred to henceforth as the 

inertial guidance frame (IGF) of the optradich. 

When the optradich is in free fall, the IGF becomes an IFR, so 

Equation (11.0.1) describes the classical Sagnac Effect for a plane 

optradich: from Equation (I.B.2), 
++ 
r~·n u t.T = 4 - 2- A. 
c 

(11.0.2) 

Moreover, Equations (II.O.l) and (U.0.2) are identical in form. Thus 

it is proposed that the effect as represented by Equation (11.0.1) be 

referTed to as the Genera.l i zed Sagnac Effect. 

How does an optradich measur~ gravitational effects? Let "distant· 

stars frame 11 (OSF) denote the frame which comoves with the optradich or 

the IGF and whose orthonormal basis vectors are related to the PPN coor

dinate frame basis vectors by a pure Lorentz boost (see M3, Box 2.4) 

plus renormalizat1on (M3, Equation [39.41]). Since the PPN basis vectors 

behave as if they were attached to a Lorentz frame far from the gravita

t.ionally bound systen:J, the. OSF could thus appear to be attached to the 

11 distant stars 11 (M3, page 1117). Now, it is convenient here and hence

forth to consider just ~·~u in Equation (11.0.1): let 

(11.0.3) 



In the DSF this can be rewritten: 

s "" ('~ - Q ) ·~ D D u' 
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(11.0.4) 

where ~D and Q"0 are the respective angular velocities of the optradich 

c:md the IGF relative to the DSF" In curved spacetime the lGF r·otates 

relative to the DSF: the well-known 11 dragging of inertial frames 11 effect, 

which is reviewed in the next section. Thus, by attaching the optradich 

to its DSF, i.e., ~D = 0, or by orienting the optradich so that ~D.~u = 

0, the dragging of inertial frames could thus be directly measured. Of 

course, if ·~D.~u were known with sufficient accuracy, then by subtracting 

out this from s, the drag effect could thus be estimated. Some special 

cases with numerical results are presented in Chapter IlL 

II.E Dragging of Inertial Frames 

Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler (M3, ~ection 40.7) show how the angular 

velocity of precession of an inertial guidance gyroscope relative to its 

DSF, n0, can be calculated at the post-Newtonian level of approxi~ation 

in the PPN Formalism, in complete generality: 

+ 1-.. a 1± + 1 + + 
n0 = - '2 V X 2" - 2" V X g + · ( y + 2) V X VU, 

c 
(II.E.l) 

where v is the PPN coordinate velocity, and a is the acceleration, of the 
·+ gyroscope; y and u are as in Section I.D; and g has the components goj' 

where g . is as in Equation (1.0.4). 
OJ 

The first term in the above e,quati on represents the Thomas preces-

sion of Special Relativity (Sl). It exists even in the absence of 

gravity. Partly because Special Relativity is already one of the most 

well established theories empirically, this term does not seem to hold 

much interest for the gravitation experimentalist. 
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The second term is the mo$t interesting one here, apparently" 

Leaving aside preferred frame effects--see Section I.D--for the moment, 

the term could be thought of as a 11 mass-current 11 effect, analogous (at 

least in a rough way) to effects on a magnet from a magnetic field set 

up by an electric currenL It is the only one. to come from the off.:. 

diagonal part of the metric ·tensor and also the only one to· inc.lude pre

ferrecl frame effec;ts. It perhaps should be pointed out that no off

diagonal effect has ever been knowingly detected in any experiment 

performed so far; as far as it is known. 

The third term is also interesting. It arises from the motion of 

the gyroscope through the static part of spacetime (M3, page 1119). It 

is analogous to the. eff~cts on a magnet moving through an electric field. 

For convenience later,· the three terms are named: the first one is 

called the Thomas term; the second one, the Lense-Thirring term; and the 

third one, the de Sitter termo 5 



ENDNOTES 

1This note elaborates on the text. Let time be multiplied by and 
placed on an equal footing with the spatial dimansiQns; let 1 be a 
typi ca 1 di me.ns ion of the region. 

If the optradich is acGelerated. ( 11 feels a weight 11 ), and if a is 4he
magnitude of the acce 1 erati on, then the 11 sma, llneSS 11 condi. ti on can be 
restated: · ' · 

c2 
.Q, << --a 

(M3, Chapt~r 6 an4 Se~tion 13.6). For an optradich atta~hed.to.Earth 1 s 
surfac;e, c fa ::: one l1ght year. If, how~ver, the op1;rad1ch 1s. 1n free 
fall (a= 0), th~n another form of th.e 11 Smallness11 condition is given: 1 
is so small that gravitational tide-producing effects are negligible 
(M3, Section 1 .6). Both forms of the condition may be taken togeth_er: 
a nearby IFR can be used to determine the numerical limit set by the 
latter· forrn. -

2The thesis author does not feel that his understanding of the first
part -of DehnenBs development is sufficiently reliable. Hence, he rewrote 
that part in his own words to ensure that ha would not make serious 
errors through his lack of comprehension. For example, the concepts .of 
Durchstosspunkte and Verbindungsvektoren (02, page 818) are not clear. 
Language difficulties--his paper is in German--~y be responsible. 

3Rosenthal (Rl), however, appears to have been the first to propose 
using ringlasers in gravitational physics. 

4This seems to requir·e some elaboration. If point P has constant 
spatial coordinates in a frame, and has coordinate time, Tc, and proper 
time, T, then 

However, in the frames of M~ller and others, v'-g00 ::: 1, so that one could 
use either T cor T s i nee L\ T c ::: AT. Thus the reason given in the text is 
probably of minor importance here. 
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5This nomenclature was suggested to the thesis author by such papers 
on Schiff's gyroscope experiment as o•connell 1 s pa,per (01), and page 1119 
of Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler's book (M3). 



CHAPTER I II 

SP~CIAL CASES IN THE SOLAR SYST~M 

III~A Introduction 

The main purpose of this chapter is t~ use Equations (II.D.4} an4 

(II.E.l) to o~tain some rough ideas on the largest gravita~ional effects 

on an optradich that could be. found in the Solar System by analyzing some 

simple cases. An effort is made to find time varying effe~ts since they 

are more interesting and generally much easier to detect and identify 

than constan~ ones (see Subs~ction I.E.3). 

The cases of.an optradich at~ached to an isolated astronomical body, 

and of optradiches orbiting the same body are consi·dered in Section III.B; 

the influences of the Sun on optradiches attached to, and orbiting, Earth 

are considered in Section I U. C. Numerical res1,1lts are giyen. 

III.B The Isolated Body 

III.B.l Preliminaries 

An idealiz.ed as.tronomical body is used in this section. It is iso.,. 

lated, rigid, homogeneous, spherical, and of mass M, radius R, angular 
• -+ -t 2 2-+ veloc1ty w8, and angular momentum u = 5 M R w8• The following ~uanti-

ties from Equation (II.E.l) are computed for this case: 

-+ G M -+ vu = - 2 3 r, 
c r 

(III.B.l) 
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where r ~ 1~1, and 1 is t~e position vector of the field point in the 

PPN frame; and 

4y + 4 + a -t + 
} fJ X g = ( B 1) ~ .;. ( 3 ~ r - J) + al W X ~ M 3 f. 

c r r2 c r · 

(III.B.2) 

(Some details of the derivation are given. Misner, Thorne, an~ Wheeler 

[M3, Exercise 40. 7] show how ~he terrns vj and wj. in Equation '[I.D.4] for 

g0 j reduce for the above case to this: 

1 + (7 . 1 ) G J x ~ c 9 = · 4 L\1 + 4 62 c3 r3 · (III.B.3) 

Note that the terms in a2 in Equ~tion [I~D.4] vanish identically when 

th~ curl of these terms is taken [see M3, Equations (39.34 a and g)].) 

The PPN coordinate frame is so placed and oriented that its spatial 

origin is at the cent~r of mass of the. body and that ~B = w8 ( 0, 0, 1 ) 

in the frame, where w8 = ~~~~. + + -+ + R" + Let w ~ w8;w8, r ~ r/r, and K = Rr . ' u u u 

III.B.2 The Earth-Bound Optradich 

The optradich partakes of the body•s rotation, .so 

(III.B.4) 

for Equations (II.D.4) and (II.E.l); its accele_ration is approximately 
+ 
a - + 2 - -vu. 
c 

(I!I.B.5) 

Hence, Equation (I I. D .4) spec i a 1 i zes to the case of an qpt radi c;:h 

attached to the surface of the bo<,iy: 

s = ~ • -n + .1. ( y+ 1 ) L !1 w [ ( ~ • rt ) It - 2~ J • n-s u 5 2 · c2 R B u u · u u u 

+ al §___ !i [ l ~ - ;_ X R - l (~ ·R )R J ·n . 
~ c2 R 5 B R u 5 B u u · u (III.B.6) 



L.et for later Q ::; (~u ·Ru)Ru - 2~u· 

The effect represented by the first term in Equation (III.B.6) 

could be used as a bias in a ringlaser (see Subsection I.E.3). 
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The maximum value that the second term in the last ~quation can hav~ 

is now computed. Q has magnitude 

(III.B.7) 

where cos e = ~ ·R . After Q is differentia ted with respect to e and the u u 

derivative set to zero, the extremum condition is GOse sine = O; sine = · 

0 leads to Q = 1, while case= 0 leads to Q = 2. Hence, at the equator, 

* 1 -)-4 h_as the maximum magnitude of 2 and points 11 due South. 11 . When nu is· 

oriented 11 Southward11 also, the term has the value at the equator: 

_ 8 (y+l) G M s - 5 -2- 2" R WB. 
c 

For Earth, it is (Y~l) x 8.15 x l0-14 rad s-1. 

(Ili.B.8) 

Now the third term in Equation (III.B.6)--a preferred frame effect 

--is investigated. A definitive. value for W is not availa.ble yet; how-

ever, on the basis of-available eviden~e, it seems reasonable to assume 

Jwl ::: 6 x 10-4 c (W4, page 95). As this is over fourteen times the 

rotational speed of a point on Jupiter•s equator, the terms in a 1w8 are 

henceforth ignqred. Although W is fixed in the PPN frame with respect· 

to time, at least approximately over a period of several years, ~and ~u 

vary sinusoidally with time. Hence~ w x R·~u should have a complex time 

variation which should be quite easy to identify in optradich measure

ments--if the effect is ever discernible. lf W -x Ru·~u = -JwJ at some 

time, then the maximum magnitude is 

a.l G M -r 
s= 42 :2iwl. 

c R 
(III.B.9) 
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If indeed 1~1 = 6 x 10-4 c, then for Earth it is a 1 x 5 x lo-12 rad s-1• 

Note that it does not appear in General Relativity and the Brans-Dicke

Jordan theory (see Table I). 

III.B.3 Orbiting Optradiches 

.It is asst.~med that the acceleration of the orbiting optradich as 

seen in a nearby ~orentz frame is negligible: the Thomas term is ignored 

here. Further, for simplic;ity and convenienc;e, the optradich is attacheg 

to its DSF, so ~D ~ 0 in Equation (11.0.4). Apparently, classical celes. 

tial mechanics .c;an be assumed here, as effects from departures from it 

are probably negligible; a general result from that theory is that 

-+ -+ "'* r x v = R, (III..B.lO) 

where~ is a constant~-the ~oment of momentum vector of the orbit (S3). 

The preferred frame effects have a 1 ready been adequately discussed 

in the last subsection, except that it is noted that they have a l/r2 

dependence; and that, since r could vary here, the effects may have even 

more complex time variations. Henceforth, a 1 ~ 0 is assurned. 

In accordance wfth the preceding paragraphs, Equation (II.D.4) 

specia 1 izes to the case of the orbiting optradi ch: 

s = { (y+ 1 )· G J [~ _ 3 (~ • -r l -r J + ( 2y+ 1) ~ G M "H } •11 
2 ?-;; u u u 'U · 3 2~r-;:z u' 

(III.B~ll) 

where J = IJI. 
Note that it is possible to orient the optradich so that H·~u ~ 0 

but that, the t.erms in J do not vanish. Hence, it is possible to cleanly 

s~parate the effects stemming from the off-diagonal terms of the PPN 



metric tensor from those from the diagonal terms in the case of the 

orbiting optradich. 
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The following type of orbit, from an infinitEl variety, appears to 

be of especial interest:. a near-body, circular and polar orbit; i.e., 

A~j = 0; :u.1u = cos~ where ~ = 2n/P, P being the period of the orbit; 

and r ::: R. Further, the optradich is oriented so ·that H·nu = 0, and 
-+ -+ 
nu = wu. In that case, Equatiqn (III.B.ll) specializes further to 

(III.B.l2) 

Table IV is developed as an aid in obtaining numerical results for 

the Solar System. It lists the values of some relevant physical quanti

t.ies for three of the Solar System bodies that seem to be of especial 

interest. 

TABL,E IV 

SOME SOLAR SYSTEM PHYSICAL QUANTITIES 

GM R Body 2 WB 
c 

(meters) (meters) (rad s-1) 

Sun 1.5xl03 7.0 X 108 3 X 10-7 to 7 X 10-5 

Jupiter 1.4 7.0 X 107 1. 8 X 10-4 

Earth 4.4 X 10-3 6.4 X 106 6.1 X 10-5 
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Some things need to be said about Table IV. Since Earth, Jupiter, 

and the Sun, as is well known, are not rigid, homogeneous, and spherical, 

the values given in Table IV for wB are only 11 educated guesses 11 of the 

11 effective values, 11 which, when put in Equation (III.B.12), would give 

correct values for s. Haas and Ross (Hl) say that the angular momenta 

of the Sun and Jupiter are not known very well. Barker and 0 •connell 

(Bl, footnote 10) say that Earth•s angular momentum is about 17% smaller 

than what it waul d be if Earth were homogeneous; thus, the va 1 ue for wB 

in Tab 1 e IV is r-educed by 17% from Earth • s side rea 1 rate. The va 1 ues 

for wB for the Sun and Jupiter are based on data from Haas and Ross• 

paper {Hl). 

Table V is developed from Equation (III.B.l2) and Table IV: The 

second column lists the values of~ ~~wB for the respective bodies 
c 

(however, an orbit of 10 solar radii is assumed in the case of the Sun, 

instead, as smaller orbits may not be practical [Hl, page 9]). 

TABLE V 

SOME VALUES OF THE LENSE-THIRRING TERM 

Body 

Sun 

Jupiter 

Earth 

2 x lo-14 to 6 x lo-12 

1 X 10-l 2 

1 X 10-14 
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It is now of interest to see what H could contribute. The optra~ 

dich is reoriented so that H•nu = !HI but is allowed the same orbito If 

the other terms in Equation (IIIoB.ll) are ignored, then 

(III.B.l3) 

Table VI is developed from the above equation and Table IV: the 
3 c G M 312 

second column presents the values of '2R (2 R) for the respective 
c 

bodies (again, an orbit of 10 solar radii is assumed). 

TABLE VI 

SOME VALUES OF THE DE SITTER TERM 

Body s 
( rad, s -l) 

Sun 6 X 10-l 2 

Jupiter 1 X 10-ll 

Earth 1 X 10-12 

III.C The Influence of the Sun on 

Earth Optradiches 

IlLC.l Introduction 

The i nfl uenc~s of the Sun on optradi ches c 1, ose to Earth are con

sidered in this section. 
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The Earth and the Sun are now idealized as point-masses; even 

Earth•s angular momentum is neglected. So, Will and Nordtvedt•s point

mass metric (Equation LD"6) ca.n be used here. 

The origin of the PPN coordinate frame is now placed at the center 

of the Sun. 
-+ The PPN velocity of the optradich, v, is split into two parts: 

(III.C.l) 

-~'· 

where vE is the velocity of the optradich relative to Earth in the PPN 

frame and vs is the PPN velocity of Earth. The gravitational potential, 

u, is likewise split into two parts: 

(III.C.2) 

where 

G Me 
2 , 

c R s 
(III.C.3) 

1\ and Me are the respective masses of Earth and the Sun, and RE and Rs 

are the respective distances of the opt~adich from Earth and the Sun. 

Hence, if preferred frame effects are neglected (a1 =- a2 ~ 0), 

(Ili.C.4) 

The specialized expression for s is thus 

..... ._,_ [ , .... a ( ) -+ --+ s - w0 ·nu - - 2 v .x 2 ~- y + 1 v5 x vUE 
c 

(III.C.5) 

In the next subsection, the case of an Earth-bound optradich is 

now considered; in the last subsection, an Earth-orbiting optradich is 

considered. 
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IILC2 · The Earth-Bound Optradich 

Equations (IILB.4) and (IILB.5) are. used to specialize further 

Equation (III.C.5) to 

$ = ~s.·nu - {2 u;1) VE X VUE+ (y + ~) v X VUs}·nu. 

(III.C.6) 

The first term insidg the braces has .already been Gonsidered in S.ection 

III.B; so now thg magnitude of the s~cond term inside the braces (which 

can be considered to be a de Sitter term due to ~he optradich•s motion 

through the static part of the Sun 1 s field) is estimated: (Y;1) 2 x 10-16 

-1 rad s for the Earth-bound optradich. 

Neglect of the Sun•s influence would seem justified in this cas~, 

except possibly for optradich~s leGated at the poles of Earth. 

III.C.3 The Earth-Orbiting Optradich 

As in Subsection III~B.3, the Thomas term is ignored here and the 

optradich is to be at;tached to its DSF. Thus, -froJT1 Equation (IU.C.5), 

( 1)[+ . + + + ] 1 + + + 
S = -{ y + 2" VE X VUE + V X \?US - 2" VS .X 'VVE}·nu. 

(III.Co7) · 

Whatever the dist.ance of-the optradich from Earth !TiaY·be, the second· 

term within the square brackets is ~ssentially the same as that consid

ered in the last subsection, even though the orbiting optradich•s velo

city relative to Earth can be somewhat grea~er than that of an optradich 

on Earth•s surface in magnitude. The term is thus henceforth ignored. 

Accordingly, Equation (III.C.7) is rewritten: 

(HI.C.8) 
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Since VE' Vs, and vu[ all vary with time in the PPN frame, it is obvious 

"4hat s has a complex time dependence (and therefore is easily identifi

able). Furthermore, the maximum possible magnitude of s here can be 

much larger than the value of the de Sitter term given for Earth in 

Table VI, since the maximum possible value of 3jvEI + !"vsl is about 

1.8 x 10-4 c;, more than twice that of 3 !vEl alone. 

It would seem, then, that the influence of th~ Sun on an Earth

orbiting optradich shoul4 always be taken into account, in contrast to 

the conclusinn in the last subsection. 



ENDNOTES 

1see pages 880-881 in Schiff•s paper (52) for a discussion of lati
tude effects on gyroscopeso See also page 1119 in Misner, Thorne, and 
Wheeler 1 S book (M3)o 
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CHAPTER IV-

CONCLUDING DISCUSSIONS 

IV.A The Outlook for Optradich Experiments 

Experiments with optradiches based on Equations (II.D.4) an~ 

(II.E.l) are consid~red in this chapter. 

Assuming General Relativity values for y and a 1 (see Table I), the 

largest numerical value found in Chapter III is of the order of 10-12 

-1 rad s . Although larger values than that could be found~ they are ex-

pected to be of the same order of magnitude in the Solar System. These 

values are about seven decades smaller than Earth 1 s rotation rate and 

are just qelow the limit of the ringlaser•s sensitivity as calculated 

in the second speculative example .in Subsection I.E.3. Another example: 

Let Sis be 10-13 rad s-l (so that the ringlaser could be sensitive 

enough),>..= .63 x 10-6 m (as before), and /f',fph/T= 10-3 Hz (ten times 

smaller than before); then, A/L = 3 x 103 m. Most likely, giant ring-

lasers would have to be considered. 

Thus, prospects for optradich experiments appear quite bl~ak and 

seem likely to remain so in the near future; No experience with ring

lasers of L > 40 m has been obtained, as .far as is known (P2). However, 

the ultimate lfmit of the ringlaser is not yet definitely known, and· 

some other type of optradi ch might be deve 1 oped in the future with the · 

needed sensitiv-ity: e.g., the Michelson-Gale interferometer (Subsection· 

I.E~2) could be improved by replacing the light source with a highly 

64 
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monochro111atic and coherent laser. So, it is assumed in the rest of the 

the,sis t;hat a practical optradich able to measure down to 10""15 rad s""1 

will be available in the future. 

IV~B The Optradich txperiment Versus 

the Gyroscope Experiment 

It has been seen in Section II.D ~hat the optradich experiment mea

sures the sarne basic effect--the 11 dragging of inertial frames 11 effect-

as does Schiff•s gyroscope experiment (M3, Section 40.7). However, the 

optradi ch does not necessarily merely dup 1 i cate the function of -the 

gyroscope: there seems t;o be three points of difference at least. 

First, the optradich experiment; offers an opportunity to investigate 

some aspects of the interactions between gravitational fields and elec

tromagnetic fields-. (It may possibly be of some value in unified-field 

physics.) 

Second, as-sum~ that; s10 (see Section ILE} is constant, for simpli

city and convenience. To determine both the magnitude and direction of 

s10 on a gyroscope, one needs to measure at least two shifts of the gyro-
+ 

scope axis--if the axis is initially nonparallel to n0--but does not 

need to otherwise disturb the gyroscope. On the other hand, to determine 

the magnitude and direction of s10 unambiguously on an optradich, he must 

vary the spatial orientation of the optradich relative to its DSF, where 

the D~F is as in Section ILD. 

Third, there apparently are no pract;i<;al metho<;ls available to mea

sure directly the instantaneous value of s10- ... espe<;:ially small ones--on a 

gyroscope (Hl) (Ol) (E3). Hence, one could say that a gyroscope gives 

qirectly only ~he time-integrated value of s10• A ringlaser can be made 
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to give directly the time-integrated value of s, where 8 is as in Sec

tion II.D, by means of its nature (Kl), qut there may be some types of 

optradiches which ~an give directly the instantaneous value of s. If 

the optradich experiment is adapted to measure the time-integrated 

value, it would essentially compete with the gyroscope experiment (if 

unified-field effects are negligible)" Then, th.e comparison between 

these experiments could simply become technological in nature: relative 

expense in design, construction, and operation; relative long-term 

stability; relative sensitivity; and so on. This aspect is, howev~r~ 

outside the scope of this thesis. 

Another aspect is then considered. Take Equation (III.B.12) as an 

example; rewrite it as 

s = A + B cos21J;, (IV, B. 1) 

where 

and 

B "' 3A" 

This can be assumed to apply to the angular shift of the gyroscope•s 

spin a.s well, fqr convenience and simplicity. In the gyroscope, the 

first term will eventually dominate the other; apparently~ actual gyro

scopes at present cannot detect the second term (Hl) (01). On the other 

hand, the second term is much more readily detected on those types of 

optradiches which detect the instantaneous value of s than the first 

one. Another example: ~1isner, Thorne, and Wheeler (M3,. page 1120) say 

that preferred frame effects in the So 1 ar Sys tern (if any) are too sma 11 

for present-day gyroscopes to measure. However, the super-optradich 
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(see the, end of the last section) could help sei; experimental bounds on 

these putat.i ve effects that are much sma 11 er than what present-day gyro

scopes can set, partly because the ~ffects may have distinctive time 

variations (see Subsec~ion Ili.B.2). 

In conclusion, if a sufficiently sensitive optradich could be 

developed, it need not compete wii;h Schiff 1 S gyroscope, qut rather com

plement it, when set up to detect instantaneous values qf s. 1 

IV.C Orbiting Optradiches Versus 

land Optradiches 

As Earth appears to be the best place in the Solar System for land-

based optradiches, only Earth is considered here for such optradiches. 

P::-efe.rred frame effects are ignored here, as they are essentially the 

same for both orbiting and land optradiches~ and they may Qe nonexistent 

or small anyway. 

The orbiting optradich offers the experimentalist the largest 

effects and a much wider variety in them, as can be seen in Chapt;er III. 

The Earth-attached optradich offers essentially the same kind of effect: 

Equation (IILB.6). The off-diagonal effects are. inextricably bound with 

the diagonal effe.ct in the land optradich. On the other hand, the orbit

ing optradich allows the experimentalist to cleanly separate the off

diagonal effects from the diagonal ones; that is not a trivial advantage. 

There are no time varying effects for the optradich on Earth to measure, 

as there are for orbiting ones. 

There are irregularities in Earth 1 S rotation which can be accounted 

forb,¥ Newton 1 s gravitational theory and which are expected to appear 

along with the post-Newtonian effects in the Earth-based optradich. The 
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prime one is the preces~ion of the equinox~s which appear to contribute 

a time varying effect of amplitude of the order of·l0-12 rad s-1, and 

may thus interfere conside,rably with the mea~urement qf terrestrial 

post.-Ne~tonian gravitational effects, 

It has been suggested in Subs~ctions I.E.3 and II.C.5 that the loop 

of an optradiGh be put in a vacuum system to minimize complications from 

material media filling -parts of the loop. This is obviously expensive 

for giant optradiches on Earth, but for orbiting optraqiches t.here is a 

vacuum 11 harder 11 than any man-made ones and which costs nothing to main-

tain. 

While an Earth-based optradich•s ~ize is obviously ultimately 

limited by the sphericity of Earth, there is no theoretical limit to the 

size of an orbit1ng optradich. Fig~re 8 shows an example of a,n optradich 

of·size L = 1.1 x 1011 m formed by three satellites qrbiting the Sun. 

2 

174 secon.ds 

light travel time 

1, 2, and 3 =satellites 

~'' -a-
' I' 

Sun 

Figure 8. The Three-Satel.lite Optradich 
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Each satellite, at a vertex of·t~e triangular loop, may GDntain a laser 

amplifier plus a sys~em to keep it aligned with the o~hers. 

Davies (Dl) appears to be the first to suggest an experiment as in 

Figure 8. He uses Earth as one of the 11 Satel1ites 11 in his scheme t;o 

measure the angular momentum of the Sun. It appears that the assump ... 

tions in Section I{.B might still apply here; if so, the results of 

-+ -+ -+ 
Su~section III.B.3 are applic~ble except that a term, w0·nu, where w0 is 

the orbital angular velocity of the satellites relative to the distant 

stars, must be added to So As noted by hil]l, the satellites can be used· 

for other purposes at the same time. His discussion of 'l(arious .e).<peri

menta 1 deta i 1 s may interest the reader" 

On the other hand, there are at least two problems with orbiting 

optradiches. Either the orbiting optradich•s rotation relative to its 

DSF would have to be known with a sufficient degree of accuracy or be 

kept nearly zero by attac~ing the optradich to a frame attached to star-

pointing te 1 escapes. The telescope frame rotates with respect to the 

DSF in general, due perhaps to th~ aberration of light by the motion of 

the telescope (W2). Also, the orbiting optradich may be more expensive 

and difficult to design, construct, and operate than land optradiches, 

although the st,eady progresses of space technology may, reduce sqme of 

the problems in the future. 

It would see~ that orbiting optradiches and land optradiches ar~ 

complementary, that the choice betwe.en them depends on wh.;1t the e.l,<peri

mentalist wants to oo specifically. Further study may ~ave tope made 

on this question, perhaps after more is known about ringlasers. 
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~V.D The Scien~tfic Worth of 

Qptradich Experiments 

Some experiments or observations in gravitational physics only 

test the foundations of gravitational theories: for example, the E5tv5s

type experiments and the gravi tati ona 1 red-shift ones (r~3, Chapter 38). 

Provided that the foundations are tested and found to be sound or valid, 

these. experiments do not distinghish between various gravitational 

theories, nor put constraints on them, as long as the theories are based 

on the parts of the foundations that the experiments test. Some others, 

however, have sorne capability (in varying degrees) of distinguishing 

between gravitational theories, or of testing some significant (as 

opposed to fundamental or basic) aspect of a theory: a prime example is 

the "excessu in the perihelion shift of Mercury (A2, Section 6.5). 

The optradich experiment (and also the gyroscope e,?<periment) appears 

t,o belong to the latter class above .. The "dragging of inertial frames" 

effect is a significant (in t.he sense above) aspect of present gravtta-

tional theories, anct the resul.ts .of optradich experiments may be quite 

useful in disproving some gravitational theories. 2 

Moreover, effects stemming from the off-diagonal part of the metric 

tensor do not seem to have been found in experiments yet, although the 

Schiff gyroscope experiment may fly soon (Hl, page 3) (E3) (M3, page. 

1120). Hence, the dragging of inertia 1 frames, which invo 1 ves some off

diagonal effects~ is a new (i.e., not yet experimentally tested) and 

significant effect, and would seem to furnish an excellent reason to do 

optradich experiments. 



IV.E· Conclusion 

Although it seems hopeless at present, efforts shoul~ be made to 

develop optradiches of sufficient sensitivity to measure Solar System 

gravitQtional effects because of the great scientific knowledge that 

could be obtained (see the above section). 
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ENDNOTES 

1In practice, the output from a ringlaser is 4f (see Section 
I.E.3), typically less than l M Hz.· One of the best0Methods in prac~ice 
to measure such frequencies is to count th.e number of cycles over a 
known finite interval of time, according to Dr. Bilger (the thesis ad
viser). Thus, in effec;t the ringlaser gives .the time.:.integrated value 
of S, not the instantaneous value of s. Equation (I.E.5) also implies 
this, for if Twas zero (which is required for the ringlaser ~o give the 
instantaneous value of s), ~hen Q would be infinite and so the ring
laser could not measure anything} 

However, it could be possible to develop ringlasers that are able 
to measure down to lo-15 rad s-1 even for, say, T = 100 s (cf. the last 
paragraph of Section IV .A). In contras~; gyroscopes at present would 
require observation times of more than.a few months to achieve such 
sensitivities (H,l) (E3). As far as measurement of a n0 (see Section 
II.E) which is essentially constant over any given interval of time less 
than 100 s but which varies significantly over any given interval 9!' 
say, a few months and whose· magnitude is not much greater than 10-. rad 
s-1 at any time is concerned, a ringlaser such as those putative ring
lasers above can be regarded as an instrument that gives the instantane
ous value of s, in comparison with any of the present-daygyroscopes. 

2see Chapter 40 in Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler's book (M3) for some 
examples in which results from PPN experiments are used to rule out some 
theories. 
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APPENDIX 

THE PROPER FRAME OF AN ACCELERATED OBSERVER 

This summarizes Section 13.6 of the book by MisnerJ Thorne, and 

Wheeler (M3). 

Let P denote the accelerated observer's world line, parametrized 

by '• the proper time of the observer; his four-velocity is uJ.l = dxJ.l/tdr, 

and his four-acceleration is all;c2 = uJ.l ;Sus (aJ.laf.l = the magnitude of the 

acc;eleration as measured by the observer's accele,rometers in units of 

-2) ( ) m s • Let the observer' carry a tetrad of basis vectors, ea, , with 

(e5)P _ uJ.l (the index within parentheses only denotes which vector, not 

which component; the hats [A] signify that the quantity is expressed in 

the proper frame). The vectors are orthonormal: 

(App. 1) 

Further, they obey the transport law given by 

(App. 2) 

in which 

(App. 3) 

where ws is the angular velocity of the spatial basis vectors relative 

to inertia·l-guidance gyroscopes. 

The coordinate system of the. proper frame is constructed as follows: 

Pass a geodesic that is orthogonal toP at a point, P, to an event near 

77 
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P, E. The proper length of the geodesic from P to E is a, and the unit 

vector tangent to the geodesic at P is n~. See Figure 9. Let n1 = n~ 

(eA) n2 = n~(e") and n3 = n~(eA) . The coordinates of E are then 1 ~, ,., · 2 u'A 3 ~ 
6 1 1 2 2 3 3 x = CT, x = on , x = on , and x = an . 

time 

space1ike 
geodesic 

Figure 9. Diagram for the Proper 
Frame 

The proper frame metric at E is A 
a-: xj A " 

ds 2 = (dxo)2 
n 

-(1 + 2 J ) - 2 ( [j k n] k (j) ) X -
c2 c 

A A A 

+ ojkdxjdxk + O(!xji 2) dx&dxs. 

A 

dx0 dxj 

(App. 4) 
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